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Meow Wolf opens portals of possibility. Come as you are!

We are individuals who inspire creativity in people's lives through art and exploration, so that our combined imaginations can transform the world we live in. We create immersive and interactive experiences that transport audiences into fantastic realms of story and exploration. Our Vision is to be the world’s leading creative company, reimagining the paradigm of art and storytelling, to make a positive di�erence in the world. 

We share a strong commitment to Belonging through our values of:

Collaborative Creativity: We believe the act of creating together ampli�es possibilities.
Provocative Playfulness: We celebrate the unexpected because it is the doorway to discovery.
Outsiders Welcome: We are all outsiders at heart, and we create space for everyone to feel like they belong.
Authentic Compassion: We are “kind punks” - supportive to each other and standing up for what we believe in.
Audacious Courage: We have the courage to radically reinvent ourselves to push the boundaries of art.

If this all sounds like YOU, read on….

Job Description

Location: Houston, TX

Compensation: The salary range for this position is $70,700 - $101,600. Compensation for candidates varies based upon location and experience.

Are you a multifaceted graphic designer who brings experience managing graphic design projects and creating bespoke graphic design work? Come join Meow Wolf’s Visual Development department as a Senior Graphic Designer, where you’ll oversee and create a variety of graphic design pieces including exhibition graphics, branding, logos, print design, marketing campaigns, merchandising, web and social media content, product packaging, merchandise displays, and more. The ideal candidate should have experience executing marketing and/or creative projects from conception to production and the ability to manage a team. It is crucial for the designer to prioritize tasks on multiple projects, work well under pressure, follow graphics standards, collaborate and suggest more ways of improving existing designs and design systems.

To be successful in this role, you should have in-depth knowledge of graphic design, styles and layout techniques. You should also hold a broad vocabulary of visual references and the ability to give clear aesthetic direction. Additionally, you should demonstrate a keen understanding of and ability to communicate Meow Wolf’s brand. Ultimately, you will ensure the promotion of our brand by delivering high quality work within given deadlines.

Senior Graphic Designers are the conceptual drivers for every assignment and may collaborate with Executive teams to de�ne creative goals and desires within focus. They will lead projects, make presentations, lead brainstorms, mentor other designers, and ultimately be responsible for the completion of the project. They have strong knowledge of design theory and the software and practices used to make it work, as well as the experience, skills, and con�dence to creatively solve any problem.

Requirements

You will design and oversee the completion of stellar graphic design pieces for a variety of Meow Wolf endeavors, thereby contributing to the high-quality work our teams create and execute.

How You Will Do It…

Oversee large-sized design projects, from conception to delivery
Design original pieces, including illustrations and infographics
Review associate graphic designers’ and graphic designers work to ensure high quality
Lead associate graphic designers and graphic designers on medium-scale projects
Generate ideas to portray concepts and advertise products/services
Maintain brand consistency throughout all our marketing and creative projects
Communicate with relevant teams to ensure deadlines are met
Collaborate with a variety of departments as required, including exhibitions, marketing, merchandising, operations, show management, production design, creative direction, and fabrication
Prioritize projects based on importance and urgency of deadline.
Communicate with relevant teams to ensure deadlines are met.
Work closely with fellow graphic designers on ideating, concepting and resource sharing. 
Participate in the ideation, presentation and execution of assignments, following through on all creative deliverables.
Be responsible for the quality, timeliness and e�ectiveness of projects, to ensure that final design assets are completed to specifications.
Potentially display oversight and help set priorities for scope, schedule, and possibly budget, leading graphics design for an entire exhibition, or entire project. 

To be successful in this role…

You bring 3+ years experience as a lead graphic designer and at least 5 years as a graphic designer.
You preferably come from marketing, �lm industry, media, or themed entertainment, interactive museums. 
You come with industry knowledge on materiality and production methods.
You are well versed working with print and digital formats.
You bring a balance of design skills and technical skills.
You come with the ability to create pieces that grab people’s attention but also possess a fabrication/tangible feel to the design. 
You have a broad understanding of and the ability to execute the various types of graphic design.
You have the ability to stay focused under pressure, including prioritizing and managing multiple projects simultaneously in a fast-paced environment.
You are able to drive improvement of company graphics standards and be a self-starter.
You come with a portfolio of professional design work that demonstrates skills and experience in the graphic design �eld, as well as a keen visual aesthetic. 
You possess an acumen to communicate about design strengths and weaknesses
You bring a thorough understanding of grid systems and typography.
You express a natural curiosity for emerging technologies.

Essential Tools To Set You Up For Success…

You must possess an in-depth knowledge of core platforms and programs as they will be utilized on a daily basis:
Google Suite
Adobe Creative Suite, including Illustrator, Photoshop and InDesign
Work environment and physical demands...

This position is based in Houston, TX.
This is a full-time position averaging 40 hours a week, Monday to Friday, 9 am to 5 pm MT or 10 am to 6 pm MT – occasionally requiring �exibility to work during evenings or weekends based on business needs. 
All employees will comply with company and OSHA standard workplace safety protocols. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions. 

We will teach you the Meow Wolf way by...

Taking a deep dive into departmental inner workings and reviewing project goals. 
Exploring Meow Wolf Origins. 
Attending Meow Wolf's Immersiversity 
Reviewing Meow Wolf’s purpose and corporate policies and training. 

Are you...

Forward thinking and creative in your approach to problem solving with the ability to identify process improvement opportunities? 
Experienced in managing processes or projects and driving change through positive in�uence? 
 Adept at learning new platforms? 
Highly organized with meticulous attention to detail and the ability to prioritize multiple tasks while demonstrating excellent time management? 
Able to exhibit professional judgment and decision-making skills? 
Self-motivated, self-managing, adaptable to changing needs and taking on new tasks, and receptive to receiving direction?
Patient with yourself and with others, and able to work collaboratively and thoughtfully with fellow human beings? 
Able to contribute to the overall happiness and health of the team and help keep the vibe alive? 

V I S I O N  
Through nine years in the creative field and over five years in a senior creative capacity across two agencies, I have 
developed a variety of skills and ways of turning passionate creativity into effective campaigns across a variety of mediums. 
I am in a constant effort to develop greater mastery of not just software tools to be used in design but also greater 
techniques, new technologies, and staying alert to industry trends. I am always looking to embrace new challenges from 
clients or prompts to execute brilliant deliverables as part of a greater creative team and community.

Graphic Design Intern
Fleishman Hillard
June 2014 – August 2014 

Graphic Design Intern
TPSi Tulsa
May 2013-August 2013

E D U C A T I O N  
Bachelor’s Degree | Graphic Design
John Brown University
August 2010 – January 2014

Graphic Designer
Mavich Branding Group | August 2016 – April 2018

As the creative lead as well as print manager, served 
several small and large clients in the Dallas - Fort Worth 
area. This position provided several opportunities in a 
fast paced environment from small business branding to 
large format printing, and developing techniques for new 
substrate printing. Offering a wide array of apparel and 
promotional products to grow small businesses.

Assistant Art Director (Contract)
JCPenney Corporate | January 2015 – June 2015

As part of the creative packaging apparel team, worked 
alongside a full creative team to rebrand several internal 
JCPenney apparel brands. In addition also creating 
various on wear illustrations for hang-tags and 
promotional apparel packaging.

Senior Graphic Designer
Ivie / Quad Graphics | April 2018 – October 2021

In association with a large team working to develop 
successful seasonal sales and evergreen initiatives in 
print and web for Albertsons Companies and more. This  
role  had multiple brand development and retail 
opportunities with analytics showing improved growth 
and impact. Through research and development to see 
success rates above averages in a variety of campaigns.

Director of Graphic Design
First Euless | August 2015 – August 2016

Working as the primary creative for a 100 year old 
church to bring processes across campuses up-to-date 
and streamlined. Work in this position included creating 
a consistent visual communication and identity for 
several sub-ministries and several quick deadlines. 

Senior Graphic Designer
Augustine Agency | October 2021 – June 2023

Joining onboard Augustine Agency as the primary 
agency in support of Avocados from Mexico print efforts 
in both retailers and food service alike, working in 
digital and environmental space with B2B and B2C 
components. Furthermore, providing creative 
contributions for Mission Tortillas that yielded greater 
web presence, newsletter reach, and digital campaigns. 
Additionally working on a variety for Texas and 
California in print, digital, and brand development 
campaigns. Working in this fast-paced agency on a 
variety of clients for fast turn projects and RFP responses 
has led to an increased development of agility.

W O R K  H I S T O R Y  
Senior Graphic Designer
Food Hall Co | September 2023-Present

Working to support two food halls in both Legacy Food Hall 
in Plano, Texas as well as Assembly Food Hall in Nashville, 
Tennessee. In collaboration with an nimble marketing 
department to serve visuals for both seasonal events, musical 
performances, live shows, and evergreen signage in both print 
and digital space. Beyond the scope of the two halls, there 
was additional marketing support to the parent company, 
Food Hall Co, in providing materials for internal documents 
as well as external facing investor pitch decks. While a part of 
a highly collaborative and diverse team, this position 
provided opportunity for more independence, ownership of 
projects, and marketing / advertising consulting. 
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